Verification kits

**Refs. DRP-VKIT, DRP-VKITMULTI, DRP-VKITECL, DRP-VKITSPELEC, DRP-VKITSPELECNIR, DRP-VKITSPELECRAMAN**

Check periodically the performance of your instrument by testing the basic functionalities through verification kits. They include tests instructions for a quick and easy confirmation of a truthful measurement.

**Ref. DRP-VKIT**

Kit for verifying the performance of portable Bipotentiostat µStat 300 and portable Bipotentiostat/galvanostat µStat 400.

**Ref. DRP-VKITMULTI**

Kit for verifying the performance of portable multichannels µStat4000P, µStat 4000, µStat 8000P and µStat 8000. You can verify each independent channel and the multichannel mode of your equipment.

**Ref. DRP-VKITECL**

Kit for verifying the performance of electrochemiluminescence equipments µStat ECL and SpectroECL. With this kit, you will be able to perform electrochemical and optical verification.

**Ref. DRP-VKITSPELEC**

Kit for verifying the performance of SPELEC and SPELEC 1050 instrument. With this kit, you will be able to perform electrochemical and optical verification.

**Ref. DRP-VKITSPELECNIR**

Kit for verifying the performance of SPELEC NIR instrument. With this kit, you will be able to perform electrochemical and optical verification.

**Ref. DRP-VKITSPELECRAMAN**

Kit for verifying the performance of SPELEC RAMAN instrument. With this kit, you will be able to perform electrochemical and optical verification.